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Trans-Erotic Filmography


Couch Surfers 2, Dir. With Dex Hardlove, Cupid, Lube Boy. Trannywood Pictures, 2009


1 The filmography was compiled with suggestions from Tobaron Waxman and Stephan Whittle. Some entries remain incomplete due to the difficulty in accessing full information on titles. This list is by no means exhaustive, but more generally representative of the diversity of genres and types of imagemakers that portray trans folks in an erotic light.


1/2 Frogs Fuck Fast, Dir. Hans Scheirl, 1992-96.


how long has it been. Dir. Tobaron Waxman, 2001.


Madame Lauraine’s Transsexual Touch, Dir. Mirah-Soleil Ross, Monica Forrester, Viviane Namaste, 2001.


Mommy is Coming. Dir. Cheryl Dunye. forthcoming.


Sugar & Steele: All that’s Good For Her. Good For Her Productions, 2006.


